Local Area Place Making Policy Review – Discussion Paper
Introduction
The Traffic Engineering Unit has undertaken a review of the Local Area Place Making
(LAPM) Policy to redefine the scope and improve the LAPM study process. Following
consultation with internal stakeholders and guidance from the Executive team on two
potential options outlined in this paper, a Road Safety Study approach is proposed to
supersede the 2017 Local Area Place Making Policy. This is proposed to inform precinct,
corridor and site studies in the 2021/22 financial year and beyond.
Background
History of Local Area Traffic Management studies in Yarra
1. For approximately 20 years Local Area Traffic Management (LATM) studies have
sought to improve the road safety, amenity and liveability of local areas and streets in
the City of Yarra.
2. Previous LATM studies delivered a number of projects which aligned with key principles
of managing traffic, safer streets, facilitating sustainable transport modes and more
attractive neighbourhoods.
3. This precinct study approach has been refined over the years to diversify community
engagement with the addition of online avenues for contribution and the formation of
community reference groups (Local Area Study Groups) as part of the consultation
process to enable a deeper understanding of community wants, needs and
perspectives.
4. The LATM process was renamed in 2017 to Local Area Place Making (LAPM) to try and
reflect a more progressive and holistic evolution to the discipline of precinct study,
however apart from the name change and a general intent to attempt to deliver on place
making outcomes, the investment and approach to LAPMs remained largely the same.
Council has increasingly sought to embrace and embed place making as a principle into
its programs and processes where possible.
5. The previous LATM and current LAPM policies provide a platform that enables a road
safety data-led approach to delivering treatments that address these issues. This gives
ample support to the study team to be able to justify road safety/traffic management
treatments, whereas due to a lack of policy backing to implement solely place making
treatments, these must gain broad community support to proceed. This is often not
forthcoming due to the divergent views of the community regarding road space
allocation.
6. Place making is open to interpretation and means different things to different people. As
there is a lack of policy and an onus on universal consensus by decision-makers, LAPM
studies are reliant on the community uniformly agreeing on what a good outcome is
regarding place making. Place making can be viewed as an approach rather than an
outcome, focused around how Council branches collaborate both internally and with the
local community to get better outcomes for the community.
7. Staff tasked with delivering the LAPMs process and programs are generally trained and
experienced primarily in traffic engineering and transport planning, rather than urban
design or place making. As a result, they are well placed to identify treatments that

address traffic and safety issues, and can at times include elements that contribute to
place making where these relate to traffic treatments. They are not well placed to plan,
design or deliver standalone place making initiatives. These are delivered as part of
streetscape master plans, or structure plans which are separate processes when
considering broader urban design and public realm questions.
8. The currently available external funding streams to deliver LAPMs (primarily from
Department of Transport (DoT) and TAC) limits the extent of place making features that
can be delivered as this funding is required to deliver road safety outcomes.
9. If the expectation is for the LAPM process to genuinely address place making, beyond
the limited scope that is included within the current approach, the existing structure and
processes that guide the study, and the investment in the implementation of LAPMs will
fundamentally need to change.
10. It is important that future studies retain and build upon good outcomes that have been
well received by the community.
11. The treatments below provide examples of some of the improvements implemented in
LATM and LAPM studies. Many of these treatments aim to improve safety and
accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists.

Figure 1: Shared Zone

Figure 2: Kerb extension

Figure 3: Wombat crossing

Transition from LATM to LAPM
12. The designation change from LATM to LAPM has generated challenges and criticisms
from the community and other stakeholders. This has been particularly apparent in
recent LAPM studies, including the Abbotsford (LAPM 13), Scotchmer (North Fitzroy

LAPM 3) and Bendigo (Burnley LAPM 19) studies completed in 2018/19 and the Carlton
North (LAPM 2) study undertaken in 2019/20. The purpose and scope of the LAPM
study needs to be clarified and clearly communicated to manage expectations and as
previously discussed, cannot adequately deliver on place making outcomes according to
the expectations of some stakeholders.
13. It is apparent that there is a lack of consensus and widespread confusion both internal
to Council and for the general public, about what place making means contextually and
in application, and how place making should influence the LAPM process and
outcomes. This leaves the process open to interpretation and ambiguity.
14. There are assumptions from some community members that place making pertains to a
lot more than physical traffic treatments (which is correct) which has resulted in high
expectations of what the LAPM process should deliver, particularly with regard to
increasing tree canopy coverage, expanding open spaces, improving cycling
infrastructure and implementing more greenery.
15. In reality, community raise all manner of issues through the LAPM community
consultation process, many of which do not relate to road safety or traffic management,
and at times only have a loose relationship to place making.
16. Recent LAPM studies have tried to expand the focus of the study, to include place
making outcomes, however due to the current process the outcome of the LAPM studies
have been similar to a LATM study (road safety and accessibility treatments), albeit with
a focus on how the design of road safety treatments can contribute towards other
Council goals. Generally this is through vegetation, increasing permeable surfaces of
treatments where possible and providing space for the local economy such as outdoor
seating and provision of bicycle parking in kerb extensions. To date there has been
limited opportunity to pursue substantive place making beyond this.
17. Many elements widely understood by the public to be place making outcomes are
considered out of scope currently for LAPM studies, which has resulted in confusion and
negative sentiment from the community during the recent Carlton North LAPM 2 study.
18. The current study name, which includes place making can be misleading in intent. It
raises community expectations and results in negative feedback when only very limited
place making opportunities can be considered. This has been experienced in recent
LAPM studies and evidenced by a backlog of complaints from the wider public regarding
this incongruence.
19. There is a need to review the name of this process to better reflect the scope of the
process and intended outcomes. If this study is refocused from place making to road
safety and traffic management, this needs to be an intuitive and easily accessible
description that the public can understand. The name can be determined once the
scope and approach is agreed upon.
20. LAPM infrastructure delivery has received external funding for the last three financial
years (2017/18 - 2019/20) under a 50/50 arrangement with DoT (formerly VicRoads)
under its Safer Local Streets Program. This funding stream ceases this financial year,
however DoT officers have indicated that a similar program is likely to begin in 2020/21.
This external funding from DoT is only approved for projects that pertain to road safety
outcomes and does not consider solely place making treatments. Any place making
elements that do not meet the approval criteria require full funding by Council to
proceed.

21. Council Officers have successfully negotiated and received funding to include place
making elements within delivered traffic treatments, on the basis that increased street
activity or alternatives to car travel can be attributed to road safety outcomes. Examples
of approved place making treatments include painted streets and landscaping within
traffic treatments such as kerb extensions.
22. Recent LAPMs have resulted in significant financial commitments to primarily traffic
related works over future years. The combined total of these works is significant. There
is a risk that such commitments will take an unreasonably high proportion of the capital
works budget, at the expense of other priorities, including place making initiatives.
Recent LAPMs for example have been approved at a cost in excess of $1.3M for a
single precinct.
23. Another criticism that is regularly heard from stakeholders regarding the previous LATM
and now LAPM study approaches, is that it is a very cumbersome mechanism due to
each precinct likely only being able to be studied approximately every 10-15 years.
Further to this, following the study implementation of treatments on average takes three
years. This is due to the number of precincts (21) and that on average 2 precincts are
able to be studied each year. Funding for studies and implementation of treatments are
also subject to Council’s budget process each year.
Community consultation challenges due to undefined scope
24. The current external LAPM funding stream is focused on treatments that pertain to road
safety outcomes as a priority, rather than place making. As many elements of place
making can only be loosely attributed to a road safety outcome, many community
desired place making elements cannot be considered within the scope of our current
LAPM study. This incongruence has resulted in substantial negative feedback from the
community who deem our current LAPM process as misleading.
25. Based on the Carlton North LAPM 2 study, community perception is that these studies
should address climate change, road and personal safety issues, noise pollution, urban
design and other strategic transport aims. This places Council officers from the Traffic
Unit in a difficult position when consulting with the community and acting as
representatives for many different parts of Council. The community perception is that
Council officers should represent Council as a whole rather than being just responsible
for traffic engineering considerations. In principle, officers seek to do so, but do not
always have the expertise or capacity to respond or follow up with every issue raised.
26. Recent challenges encountered indicate that many community members feel that the
overall consultation process is not undertaken with sufficient depth, does not reach the
wider community and is not advertised extensively, despite significant investment of
time and resources to promote the opportunity and engage with the community. These
views often contrast with Council Officers opinions who find that the consultation is
already labour intensive and that the Communication and Engagement Unit advises
throughout the process on best practice community engagement approaches to ensure
broad community reach.
27. Community consultation for recent LAPM studies initially approached community
members with open-ended questions such as ‘what do you want to see from your
streets’ - typical for place making projects. This approach generates input that is
inconsistent with current LAPM Policy objectives and misleads the community with
outcomes that are not deliverable.

28. While there are benefits in conducting interactive drop-in sessions in seeking views from
the community, when the community expects a lot more than the study can deliver,
negative behavior is often experienced by the study team. This has been experienced
during the Carlton North LAPM 2 study, is counter-productive and has led to
inappropriate behavior, including abuse and intimidation of staff. Such scenarios can
feed negative perceptions of Council more broadly. This aspect of community
consultation should be reviewed as a process input, as Councils health and safety
obligations to staff means that such behavior cannot be tolerated and alternatives that
address this risk must be considered.
29. It is apparent from the interactive drop-in sessions that the community by and large have
greater expectations than the LAPM study scope can deliver. These expectations cover
the remit of many Council Units and include parking management, urban forestry and
agriculture, community assets, urban design, waste management, graffiti removal and
amenity improvements, general street cleaning and maintenance issues, and
improvements to the accessibility of sustainable transport infrastructure.
30. Feedback from the community has also raised concerns around how effective the Local
Area Study Group (community reference group) is in reflecting the sentiments of the
wider community, rather than being individually focused. Council officers are also
concerned that study group members can at times be acting in self-interest rather than
from a holistic, community-wide perspective. Many residents feel that this aspect of the
LAPM process is not broadly advertised and is too exclusive. There is also a concern
with the lack of representation from different demographics, particularly as the aim of the
Local Area Study Group is to acquire more intimate information regarding the lived
experience of the precinct.
31. During the recent Carlton North LAPM 2 study, new street tree planting opportunities
were identified during the consultation process and planned for delivery outside of the
LAPM process. Other potential place making projects with no road safety or accessibility
outcomes were also identified and discussed with the community but due to scope
limitations were not considered for the final plan.
32. It is important that community expectations are managed during a process such as a
LAPM study, regarding what can or cannot be considered due to the Policy, the often
expertise and capacity of staff leading the process, and the funding source and focus
(limitations).
Options
Road Safety Study
33. This option is to refocus primarily on road safety issues through a process similar to a
LATM approach that proposes treatments that respond to these identified issues. This
approach focuses on improving road safety and accessibility with treatments that should
also create inviting and activated local streets.
34. The study scope promoted for this option, being to improve road safety, would reflect
what will be delivered. This study can be led and implemented with the existing
expertise of the Traffic Unit.
35. A clearly defined road safety direction for the study is to be widely communicated both
internally and for all community engagement. Refining the scope to predominantly
address road safety concerns will allow for more transparency with this process so
Council Officers, Ward Councillors and the Community are in agreement and
understanding of what the study can achieve.

36. Based on Council’s responsibility as the road manager, the primary objective of the
project is road safety and the provision of safe and accessible streets, particularly for
pedestrians and cyclists.
37. The study will focus on road safety issues identified through data analysis and engaging
the local community, within either a prioritised precinct, corridor or site approach.
38. The prioritisation process for the area/s to be studied will be predominately informed by
road safety data and if required/possible will respond to strategic spatial priorities.
Direction from other parts of Council will be required regarding strategic priorities, to
enable studies to be responsive to Council needs and enable coordination. The ability to
respond to strategic priorities at the appropriate time should ensure that community
needs, Council objectives and a coordinated organisational response are achieved.
39. As is done currently with LAPM studies, where feasible place making opportunities could

still be incorporated into traffic treatments to improve amenity and street activation, and
would likely seek to deliver elements including the following:
a. Pedestrian and cyclist priority infrastructure linking destinations in the neighbourhood;
b. Landscaping and trees integrated within or acting solely as road safety treatments;
c. Road safety treatments that incorporate water sensitive urban design (WSUD);
d. Additional space for street activation as part of proposals that address road safety or
accessibility (i.e. activated or landscaped kerb extensions); and
e. Street activation as part of an overall safety treatment such as Shared Zones.
40. This approach will also look to gain an understanding of the current places of value to
the community (i.e. schools, libraries, cafes, parks etc.) and look at opportunities to
provide safe and accessible connections to these places.
41. Community consultation would be guided by the Communications and Engagement Unit.
This engagement would ask the community to identify road safety issues they have in
the study area.
42. Subsequent community engagement would be in relation to road safety treatments that
are addressing identified road safety issues.
43. This option will still involve relevant Council units being consulted during the Road Safety
Study as internal stakeholders and also to notify the community of what projects they are
undertaking within the precinct. They would provide representatives to be part of the
internal project team.
44. Involvement would be anticipated from the Urban Design, Strategic Transport and
Capital Works branches to notify and where possible align current and future projects for
the study area. As is done currently, outcomes that address other Council objectives
such as tree planting will be incorporated into road safety treatments where possible.
45. It is considered that there would be enhanced collaboration opportunities beyond the
current LAPM approach.
46. This option allows for the majority of treatments to be funded via external channels from
likely road safety avenues such as DoT and TAC.
47. Using Carlton North LAPM 2 as an example, the following outcomes would likely result
from the Road Safety Study approach:

Figure 4: Speed hump

Figure 5: Kerb extension

Figure 6: Pedestrian infrastructure

Figure 7: Cyclist infrastructure

Figure 8: Shared Zones

Place Making Study
48. This option would involve a whole-of-council collaborative place making approach
(including road safety/traffic management) with all relevant Council Units to be directly
involved and provide representatives to be part of the internal project team. The relevant
Council unit representatives would be the subject matter experts for public consultations
and for community reference groups.
49. Precincts that enable effective delivery of the place making approach would need to be
formulated or adopted. These should focus on activity centres and/or nodes so that a
master planning approach can be followed to enhance the place-value of these
precincts.
50. The prioritisation process to rank and therefore guide what precinct/s are studied each
year should be informed by relevant Council documents such as Structure Plans, Local
Area Plans, Streetscape Master Plans and specific strategies such as the Urban Forest
Strategy (2017), draft Climate Emergency Plan (2020), Yarra Housing Strategy (2018),
Spatial Economic and Employment Strategy (2018), Yarra Bike Strategy Refresh (2016)
and Yarra Walking Strategy (2005). A document such as an Integrated Transport Plan
would also be a useful input. It should also consider areas that have recently undergone
disruption or change so that precinct studies can respond and potentially leverage off
these opportunities.
51. It is considered that initial community consultation should to be a widely advertised event
in the precinct, led by the Communications and Engagement Unit. All relevant Council
Units should participate in showcasing to the community projects that are either in
progress, or under future consideration for the particular precinct to be studied, as well
as offering subject matter advice.
52. If this consultation approach was adopted for the Carlton North LAPM 2 study, projects
such as those in the Council’s capital works renewal program, the City West Water M205
project (managed by Council’s Civil Engineering Unit), Nicholson Street Village
improvements (Council’s Urban Design and Economic Development Units), tree planting

projects (Arboriculture and Streetscapes), Council’s Draft Open Space Strategy projects
(Open Space Planning and Design) and route 96 tram stop upgrades (Strategic
Transport) and possibly other projects/initiatives could have been taken into account and
collaboration opportunities explored, along with the proposed traffic treatments. The
public could also have been provided the opportunity to be kept better informed of
concurrent Council works and planning/initiatives in their precinct.
53. Key involvement for this event would be anticipated particularly from the Urban Design,
Open Space, Strategic Transport and Traffic Units.
54. Other Council Units that would likely be involved would include:
a. Economic Development;
b. Sustainability;
c. Strategic Planning;
d. Compliance and Parking Services;
e. Asset Management;
f. Urban Agriculture;
g. Social Planning;
h. Waste Management;
i. Statutory Planning;
j. City Works;
k. Construction Management;
l. Events;
m. Arts and Culture;
n. Building Projects; and
o. Community Partnerships.
55. All relevant units would need to be involved in generating a Precinct Place Making
Policy, with a large component of this relating to internal and external processes and
consultation.
56. This approach offers opportunities in relation to safer road infrastructure, public transport
and parking, enhanced open space and community facilities, improved pedestrian and
cyclist connections and infrastructure for festivals, markets and events.
57. The internal ‘Place’ team could also work with business and the community to generate
pilot place making projects that are responsive to local need and existing street
environment or character of the neighbourhood. Examples could include art installations,
markets, seating and lighting to create more vibrant, connected and safer places.
58. There are many proven benefits of place making, with successful projects having taken
place locally and all around the world. Place making can:
a. create empowered and engaged communities;
b. stimulate economic growth;
c. enhance social interaction; and
d. improve environmental sustainability.
59. Using Carlton North LAPM 2 as an example, as well as the examples shown in the Road
Safety Study approach, the following outcomes would likely result from the Precinct
Place Making approach:

Figure 9: Parklets

Figure 10: Temporary events such as pop up cinema

Figure 11: Pocket parks

Figure 12: Street tree planting

Figure 13: Sustainability projects, e.g. LED street lighting

Figure 14: Strategic transport projects

60. To enable Council’s response to road safety issues to be more agile, which is a criticism
of having the majority of these resources allocated to a precinct study approach, it is
considered that separate to a Place Making approach there would need to be resources
to meaningfully address these road safety issues.
61. Examples of situations where this would be beneficial are the ability to be able to
respond to new or upgraded schools (where development contributions are not able to
be secured) such as Richmond High School and Alphington Primary School, or areas
undergoing major development which do not otherwise warrant a full scale Place Making

process. Under the current approach, such issues are referred to the LAPM process,
which can mean several years before the issues are considered or addressed.
Discussion
Road Safety Study advantages
62. Refining and clarifying the focus to be solely on road safety and traffic management
allows for a robust approach to addressing these issues within a precinct, corridor or site
study.
63. Place making opportunities could still be incorporated where possible to improve
amenity and street activation.
64. Involvement would be anticipated from the Urban Design, Strategic Transport and
Capital Works branches to give them the opportunity to align their current and future
project objectives for the selected precinct, corridor or site to be studied. This
involvement should also encourage collaboration and allow for cost savings through
this, for example by including road safety treatments in capital works renewal projects.
65. Community engagement would be more focused on treatments that are addressing
evidenced road safety issues. As this option would not require as extensive an
engagement approach, the study timeframe could be reduced which therefore allows
more study areas to be potentially conducted over the course of a financial year. The
lengthy timeframe for conducting LAPM studies results in areas waiting for over a
decade to be reviewed and is a major drawback of the current LAPM approach, which is
also an issue raised by the public.
66. Refocusing the scope to predominantly address road safety issues should allow for
clarity of scope of the study.
Place Making Study advantages
67. A fundamental aspect of internal collaboration is alignment with other existing and future
strategies and programs within Council. Examples include the Urban Forest Strategy
and Street Tree Policy, Embedding Green Infrastructure Best Practice Toolkit, draft
Climate Emergency Plan, City of Yarra Bike Strategy etc. This internal process should
be guided by a framework that enables Council Units to work more effectively together
and form a ‘Place’ team. This approach proposes a whole-of-council collaboration to
produce holistic community-led place making outcomes at a precinct level and is an
opportunity to effectively address Council’s strategic objectives.
68. DoT’s Movement and Place frameworks could contribute to this process and it could be
guided by the Project for Public Spaces principles, which have also been adopted by
other councils to achieve more holistic place making outcomes.
69. This approach to place making should focus on enhancing the place values of areas of
community importance, while applying integrated design to address wider Council
objectives such as road safety, accessibility and climate change.
70. This option would be a whole-of-council collaborative place making approach (that
includes road safety and accessibility) with relevant Council Units to be directly involved.
This would align with the One Yarra approach and community expectations of ‘one’
Council.

Road Safety Study implications
71. Place making opportunities identified through the community consultation that do not
have a direct link to traffic management or safety would need to be considered
separately to the Road Safety Study.
72. Other issues and opportunities raised through the community consultation that could be
addressed by other Council Units may not be able to be addressed due to resourcing
implications, however referral would occur.
73. Traditional road safety and traffic management approaches can be prescriptive, which
may limit innovative, progressive approaches.
74. Opportunities to contribute towards other Council objectives may be minimised due to a
reduced scope.
Precinct Place Making Study implications
75. It is likely that funding for place making elements would have to be sourced internally,
whereby it is likely that road safety treatments could continue to attract external funding.
76. Under this approach community members would better understand the investment
Council is making across a range of disciplines and funding streams. This should assist
in increasing community awareness of the role and value of Council, and in tempering
community expectations.
77. An overhaul of precinct boundaries would be required with the focus most likely to be on
activity centres.
78. Council units involved would need to allocate staff time towards this study process and it
would likely require substantial Discretionary Funding Bids from Council’s finite
resources to fund implementation.
External Consultation
79. Darebin City Council Traffic unit were contacted and a Council officer met them to
discuss their current approach to LAPM. They previously adopted Yarra’s LATM
approach and have recently amended their approach to transition to a LAPM study
process.
80. Council endorsement was not required for Darebin’s LAPM process and they do not
gain endorsement for individual study proposals. They have noted, however, that
Council review and endorsement will be required in future to mandate more contentious
proposals put forward.
81. Prior to transitioning to a place making approach, an assessment of all existing capital
works projects was conducted involving a whole of council approach. After all feedback
was collated, all relevant branches identified 6 LAPM precincts to study, with these
being finalised intensively in a period of two years.
82. Darebin’s LAPM approach will involves all relevant Council units and adopts a multidisciplinary approach. They identified opportunities to implement outcomes from
different Council strategies to help leverage community by-in and enable more holistic
project outcomes.
83. Community consultation is conducted by extending an invitation to the wider community
to join small working groups, of which many are held throughout the process with a

maximum of 10 people permitted to join each session. This avoids the confrontation and
conflict that can be a feature of drop-in sessions and allows direct input from more
community members. They also utilise a Your Say platform, which is adopted from
Yarra’s LAPM process.
84. Their LAPM process is guided by the principles of the Department of Transport’s
‘Movement and Place’ approach. They noted that their transition from LATM to LAPM
was made possible by the input of other Council units and that it has been enriched by
this, particularly when focussing on activity precincts.
Internal Consultation (One Yarra)
85. The following Council units were consulted:
a. Advocacy and Engagement;
b. Strategic Transport;
c. Urban Design;
d. Parking;
e. Sustainability; and
f.

Infrastructure.

86. The internal feedback has guided decision making, including the proposal to move
towards a Road Safety Study approach.
87. The internal feedback has also helped determine the scope and parameters of a Road
Safety Study approach, and how the wider concept of place making can be facilitated
via alternative frameworks to address the issues with the current approach set out
above.
88. The internal direction will guide a Road Safety Study Policy to be presented to Council
for consideration. This policy is proposed to supersede the 2017 Local Area Place
Making Policy.
89. This will ensure that Council meets its responsibility as road manager in providing safe
and accessible streets, particularly for more vulnerable road users.
Conclusion
90. Council has historically addressed road safety, amenity and liveability of local areas and
streets via its Local Area Traffic Management then Local Area Place Making study
processes.
91. The introduction of an increased focus on place making (through the Local Area Place
Making study process) has resulted in several difficulties in project delivery including:
a. An undefined scope and misalignment of community expectations
b. Difficulty in funding projects as opportunities for external funding tend to be limited to
road safety initiatives.
92. It is proposed that Council refines its current approach so that it has a study that focuses
predominantly on road safety, noting that where feasible place making opportunities
could still be incorporated into road safety treatments to improve amenity and street
activation.
93. Officers will prepare a proposed approach and policy direction focusing on road safety
for consideration by Council.

94. This will include direction on how the wider concept of place making can be facilitated
via alternative Council frameworks.

